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Collective bargaining for employees considered
ByTIMSTAFFEL
CSUS Capitol Report

SACRAMENTO - A bill to
allow UC and CSUC employees
the right of collective bargaining
in salary negotiations has been
set to be heard in the Assembly
Public
Employees
and
Retirement Committee today.
Assembly member Howard
Berman (D-Sherman Oaks) is
sponsoring the legislation, AB
1091, which would extend
collective bargaining to UC and
CSUC employees. Collective
bargaining for grades K-12 and
the junior colleges was granted

last year under provisions of SB
160, also known as the Rodda Act
because it was authored by State
Senator Albert S. Rodda (DSacramento).
The Rodda Act established the
three member Educational
Employment Relations Board
(EERB) which was created to
administer elections and resolve
conflicts in the selection of a
bargaining agent or union
representative. Berman's bill
would use the EERB as the
vehicle to arbitrate employeremployee disputes in UC and
CSUC negotiations. The EERB

has a $3.1 million budget for
fiscal year 1977-78.
The two primary faculty unions
involved in the lobbying effort to
get AB 1091 passed into law are
the United Professors of
California (UPC) and the
Congress of Faculty Associations
(CPA). The two unions, which
normally have an adversary
relationship towards each other,
have joined forces in an attempt
to assure AB lOOl's passage.
It is expected that this truce
will be short-lived if or when a
collective bargaining measure is
passed as the two unions will

battle it out fcx* sole bargaining
agent rights for the two
university systems.
Opponents
of
collective
bargaining claim that AB 1091
would turn what are normally
considered academic decisions
over to union cs'ganizations, thus
academic freedom may be lost.
These decisions are now being
made by the academic com
munity, they claim.
Opponent also claim that
education costs will rise as a
result of collective bargaining
forcing either higher student
fees, the establishment of a
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Senate confirms appointments
By Ray Byers

The ASB Sentate, at the weekly
meeting held May 10, confirmed
the appointments of Fred
DeHaro, Pam Miller and Jeff
Baker as members of the
Finance Committee.
Kevin Gallagher and Paul
Martinez, next years ASB
president and vice president,
were confirmed as ex-officio
members of the Finance Commttlew.*'
The Finance Committee began
preliminary meetings, June 11, to
condider the budget requests
from CSCSB organizations for
next year.
Closed door meetings will
extend into this week, or longer if
necessary, to consider all
requests submitted. Designated

members
of
requesting
organizations will be asked to
appear before the committee to
answer any questions which may
arise, and to defend any possible
revisions of their organizations
budget the committee may
decide to make.
Senate President Fred DeHaro
requested that the Senate con
firm his appointment of Owen
Sheeran to the Publications

mm

was some discussion over
Sheeran's qualifications for the
post and several questions arose,
which the Senate would have
liked to have asked. However,
Sheeran did not appear at the
meeting, thereby making it
impossible to question him.
(ConMntwd enPege •)

Kitchen damaged in dormitory fire

Festival features perfermers
The Associated Student Body of
CSCSB will be holding a Spring
Festival here on Thursday, May
26, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Ac
tivities, which will be centered
around the Greek Theatre, (north
of Administration) include live
music, mime Mark Wenzel,
Renaissance Dancers, a Student
Art Show, a bake sale and FREE
watermelon.
Live music will be provided by
the Alley Katz, a Riverside based
rock & roll band. They willplay in
the Greek Theatre from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Mime-comic Mark Wenzel will
be performing his repertoire of
stand-up comedy, mime, juggling
and unicycle stunts. He will be
performing at various places all
over campus throughout the
course of the day. Wenzel, the
official mime and ambassador of
good will for Sea World of San
Diego, is well known as a
modern-day
version
of
yesteryear's court jester. His
powdery white face is a walking
tourist attraction in the San
Diego area. This will be his
second appearance for Cal State
students this year. Last quarter
he performed the opening act in
the Association Concert.
Renaissance Dancers will also

be performing. The group con
sists of people from San Bernardino-Riverside area, several
of whom are students here. They
have
performed
in
the
Renaissance Pleasure Fair, the
San Bernardino Renaissance
Festival, and various colleges in
the area. The dances will be
performed in beautiful costumes
from the Renaissance era.
Staff members of the Day Care
Center will be holding a bake
sale. Proceeds from the sale of
baked goods willgo to support the
Day Care Center.
A Student Art Show will feature
the work of (Tal State's art
students. The art wcvk will be on
display for both viewing and
purchasing.
The Spring Fesitval will also
feature a traditional summer
'treat, watermelon. The ASB will
be purchasing plenty of water
melon to distribute free to
everybody.
Everyone is invited to attend.
This includes students, faculty,
staff and friends. If anyone has
additional ideas for activities it
may not be too late to add them to
the festivities. Come by the ASB
trailer and give them your ideas.
The Activities Committee meets
at 3 p.m. on Wednesdays.

By Tim Hamre

Fire broke out in the kit
chenette of Waterman dormitory
at noon on Monday, May 9.It was
quickly discoveredby students as
smoke began to fill the hallways.
Residents of Waterman at
tempted to extinguish the blaze
while the housing office phoned
the fire department. Their efforts
were hampered by the fact that
the chemical fire extinguisher
which is usually kept in the kit-

Student, facnity
consiltitiois to be held
deriig May aid bu
The policies of CSCSB provide
for designated hours for students
to consult with members of
faculty personnel committees
regarding faculty effectiveness.
Students are invited to bring to
the attention of these committees
comments regarding their
teachers.
This quarter's consultations
are scheduled during the week of
May 23-27 and May 31-June6. For
individual times, consult the
class schedules or contact the
school offices.
An editorial concerning this
issue can be found in the Opinion
section of this issue of the
PawPrint.

chen
area
was
missing
(presumed stolen). Two units of
the San Bernardino Fire
Department were on the scene in
minutes and the fire was quickly
put out.
A student had been melting
wax in a pot on the stove. The fire
was apparently caused when the
wax boiled over the top and onto
the flame, thereby catching fire.
No decision has yet been reached
as to the student's liability for
damages.
The fire destroyed the stove
top, melted the exhaust fan, and
warped the cabinets. Smoke
filled the surrounding hallways
and covered the walls with black
soot. The smell of smoke was
evident in parts of the dorm for
days after the fire. The only parts
of the kitchen which are still in
working order are the water
faucets and the refrigerator.
It is estimated that it will take
two to three weeks to restore the
kitchen to normal. An estimate of
the cost of the damage has not yet
been received from the insurance
company. It is not expected to be
exceedingly high as actual fire
damage was confined to the
kitchen area.
Serrano Village has a policy of
maintaining a class "A" Hre
extinguisher in the kitchen area.
In addition, residents are given
instructions on what to do in case
of fire.

tuition or increased taxes.
Furthermore, the dispute over
whether contracts entered into
are binding on the legislature
have not been resolved, say
opponents.
Proponents claim that there is
a true need for protection of the
growing number of public em
ployees in the educational
system. Proponents say that the
Berman bill has adequate
safeguards to protect academic
freedom and that unilateral
policy decisions are now being
made by either the distant
trustee or Regent board rooms
rather than the local academic
community.
Proponents also point out that
higher education public em
ployees is the only education
employee group currently denied
collective bargaining rights in
California.
The CSUC Student President's
Association (SPA) has developed
an amendment to the bill which
gives students a role in the
collective bargaining process.
The
"student
language"
amendment was developed and
introduced by Scott P. Plotkin,
SPA legislative advocate, would
allow for a student represen
tative "to be present, and
comment at reasonable times
during collective bargaining
negotiations between the em
ployer and such employee
organizations."
The amendment also allows the
student representative access to
all documents exchanged during
negotiating sessions. The student
representative is required to
maintain confidentiality as are

liB iiirtiM m \ tht iigfltintifin

of this
provision would result in the
termination of student in
volvement for the remainder of
the negotiations, according to ^e
amendment.

Dr. Sciierba
appointed

Dr. Gerald M. Scherba, vice
president of academic affairs at
Cal State, San Bernardino, has
been appointed to the Com
mission on Extended Education
by California State University
and Colleges Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke.
The new commission has a
mandate from the chancellor to
extend the system's on-campus
resources into new academic
programs off campus. The ex
tended external offerings must
match the quality of programs
offered on the 19 campuses,
Scherba said.
The 13-member commission
will work to develop cooperation
among the campuses and seek
ways to expand the use of
existing
technology
and
methodology such as closed
circuit television, personalized
systems of instruction and selfpaced programs.
The commission will also seek
to maintain quality control
through an evaluation of
programs and h(^fully attract
additional funding for this
statewide community outreach
program.
Locally, this could mean an
expansion of degree-applicable
courses and even degree
programs for communities as far
removed from the campus as
Palm Springs, Indio, Blythe and
possibly Needles.
The challenge is to remove the
barrier of geography Scherba
said.

—
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News
Palm 'Desert nurses complete course
Eight nurses from Palm Desert
Hospital are the first to complete
through extension the course
work for the human resources
management certificate offered
by Cal State, San Bernardino.
They are Colleen M. Carroll,
Mary Ann Casford, Consuelo
Frasier, Mary Ann McLaughlin
and Bernice L. Milovic, all of
Palm Springs; and Frances E.
McCall Pearson, Indio; Jerrilyn
M. Smith, Cabazon; and Earline
Ruth Goza. Ncn-th Palm Springs.
More than 70 other Palm
Desert area residents, also
employes of Palm Desert
Hospital, have been taking
course work for the certificate.
' The hospital is paying for theii
tuition and books.
As a result of the hospital's
plan
to decentralize ad
ministrative responsibility, the
hospital looked for in-service
education to meet the middle

management needs for its patient
care managers — "nursesturned-administrators^' — and
decided the Cal Stat^ certificate
program would meet their needs,
according to Joan Kozel, Cal
State extension program ad
ministrator. The certificate
training began in 1975.
The participants are given
release time to take-one of the six
required courses each quarter
one afternoon a week at the
hospital. These first recipents
will be awarded their certificates
in a ceremony by hospital per
sonnel.
The program represents
degree applicable upper-division
course work that can be trans
ferred to on-campus credit.
Instnunental in developing the
program at Palm Desert Hospital
were executive director Larry
Minden and acting director of
nursing Dorothy Ellis. The
present supervisor is personnel

services director Lee Carrigan
who is currently responsible for
staff training and development.

hrturvluwlng seuiluar
tu be held May 18
The Career Planning and
Placement Center and the School
of Administration are jointly
sponsoring an Interviewing
Seminar to be held tomorrow at 2
p.m. in PS-10. William Ricci,
assistant vice president for
Security Pacific National Bank,
will critique video taped in
terviews of several Cal State
students.
School of Administration
faculty, Ricci, and Placement
Center Personnel will answer all
questions from seminar par
ticipants regarding the in
terviewing process. All students
are invited, and are urged to
attend if at all possible.

Staff Photo by Kerry Kuselman

Mike Grotke eyes the clock as he
ponders his next move.

Chess Club meets
The college chess club,
Woodpushers Anonymous, meets
Thur^ay nights from 7:30-11:00
p.m. in the Student Services
Atrium, in conjunction with the
San Bernardino Chess Club. It
recently concluded its 25th
tournament. Winners were Clark
Mayo (1st overall), Dane
Hinrichsen (1st Class B), and Bill
Paske (1st Class C).
Next Thursday (May 19) there
will be a free round-robin speed
tournament for all interested
players. In two weeks (May 26) a
three-week, six-round open
tournament ($2 entry fee) will
begin. Players in these tour

naments need not pay club dues
or USCF fees. Come join us!
The chess club provides an
excellent opportunity for conjpetition (Swiss system, round
robin and speed tournaments),
instruction, membership in the
U.S. Chess Federation (which
includes its excellent monthly
magazine. Chess Life and
Reviewr), and play inUSCF rated
events. For further informatiffli
contact the tournament chair
man (Mike Grotke, 887-1636),
faculty adviser (Clark Mayo, LC208, X7478), or club president ^
(Stewart Boden). Come have fuiL^
and sharpen your play!

Coverlets to be displayed j
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I'lKKA&SALAII
8PBCIAL
THIS COUPON GOOD ON ANY MONDAY-TUESDAV-WEDNESDAY IN May
BRING THIS COUPON AND ENJOY OUR
REGULAR 8" DEEP-PAN CHEESE PIZZA
PLUS, a "create your own" salad
from our new salad bar (a $2.85 value) f o r . .

ONLY$

^6 Spacfhettl^Ul
Sun-Thurs 11 am-10 pm. Frl-Sal 11 arn-ll pm - 236 WesI Highland, San Bernardino
Also try our Delicious Spaghetti. Ravioli. Lasagne, Sandwiches, «"^SPecIal Sal^s^
Telephone 883-7516

Nineteenth century American
coverlets from the Smithsonian
Institution's textile collections
will be on display in the Library
starting Saturday, May 21.
Explanatory text and photos
showing other coverlet designs
also will be included in the
exhibit.
Coverlets differ from quilts in
that they were woven of wool and
linen and later of factory-spun
cotton — not stitched together
from separate pieces of material.
Frequently handwoven bed
covers were the only note of color
and warmth in many barren
IColonial American rooms.

Those made in the 18th and
early 19th centuries were woven
on looms with designs limited to
blocks, wheels, and stripes.
These geometric patterns were
given names such as "Wheel of
Fortune^'' "London Beauty" and
"Lover's Knot."
The Jacquard attachment,
perfected in France in 1804, was
added to American looms in the
1820's, permitting much mw*
complex patterns. Based on the
use of punced cards, the method
was not unlike that of today's
computer programs.
The exhibit will continue
through June 19.

LAF A DP A RAPP

AVALON HILL. S P 1 .
T S R . 1-2400 SHIPS
DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS. MICRO-ARMOR. FANTASY FIGURES
.. .ALSO MILITARY MINIATURES, REFERENCES, AND ADVICE
TUC CIICII ICD 3701 MERRILLAVENUE. RIVERSIDE
rUolLICn
784-1570. 10-6 WEEK, 10-5 SAT.
YOUR HOBBY IS OUR BUSINESS. SO WE 00 IT RIGHT

WARGAIVIES
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Feminist Hews:

Conceits, Social Socnrity, art programs and offensive album covers
By Sydneye Moser-James

The Women on Wheels Concert
Series will be presenting yicki
Handle and the music and
comedy of Sue Fink and Joelyn
Grippo, Saturday, May 28.
Tickets are available locally
from Carol Baiser, 2052 Linden
St., Apt. AA, Riverside, 92507.
A women's theater collective,
Li nth, based in San Francisco, is
preparing to begin touring
California
campuses
and
women's centers. Lllith has
received excellent reviews of
their earlier performances and
are interested in booking local
performances for their new play,
"Moonlighting." For more in
formation, write, Lilith, P.O. Box
1774, San Francisco, Ca. 94101, or
call collect, 415-863-2746, ask for
Terry or Carolyn.
A really neat, little booklet
called, "A Woman's Guide to
Social Security" is available free,
by writing to the U.S. Dept. of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
Social Security Administration.

Ask for DHEW Publication No.
iSSA) 75-10127, June, 1977. If you
think that social security is
something you don't need to
worry about until you retire, this
booklet may be an eye-opener
and has a lot of Important in
formation.
There is an orgainization called
"East Valley Rape Crisis Ser
vice" providing rape victim
services and counseling, located
at 720 Brookside Ave., Redlands.
Their phone number is 793-6798
and they have 24 hour emergency
service. They also provide in
formation on rape prevention and
self defense.
Locally, tickets for the ERA
Fundraiser to be held soon at the
Mission Inn, in Riverside, can be
obtained from Pat Mitchell in
V^D-151.
In Los Angeles, the Woman's
Building will be offering a
Summer Art Program. This will
be an intensive, seven-week
learning experience for women.

designed to explore women's
culture, feminist values and
lifestyles. The course will run
from June 20 through August 5.
For more information, write. The
Summer Art Program, in care of
the Woman's Building, 1727 N.
Spring St., Los Angeles, Ca.
90012.
Last week this column carried
information about the group
called Women Against Violence
Against Women, located at 1112
Crenshaw Bl., Los Angeles, Ca.
90019, (213 ) 936-6293. Listed in the
column were the names of record
companies who produce ajbum
covers that protray degrading or
abusive treatment of women or
promote the idea that violence
against women is funny. A recent
expanded list of these record
companies put out by WAV AW
includes the following:
ABC RECORDS, Group:
Mullens, Title: Snakehips Et
cetera; ABC RECORDS, Group:
Isaac Hayes, Title: Juicy Fruit

Group: Pure Food,& Drug Act,
Title: Choice Cuts; ISLAND
RECORDS, Group: Robert
Palmer, Title: Pressure Drop;
ISLAND RECORDS, Group:
Robert Palmer, Title: Sneakin'
Sally Through the Alley; LON
DON
RECORDS.
Group:
Bloodstone, Title: Do You Wanna
Do
a
Thing;
LONDON
RECORDS, Group:
Savoy
Brown, Title: Skin n' Bone; MCA,
Group: Average White Band,

(Disco
Treat);
AMHERST
RECORDS, Group: Johnny
Guitar Watson, Title: Ain't That
a Bitch; ARTISTA RECORDS,
Group: Tamiko Jones, Title:
Love Trip;

ATLANTIC
RECORDS,
Group: Average White Band,
Title: Cut the Cake: ATLANTIC
RECORDS, Group: Average
While Band, Title: AWB:
BUDDHA RECORDS, Group:
The James Collon, Title: Super
Harp; CAPITOL RECORDS,
Group: Grand Funk, Title: All

Title: Put It Where You Want It;
MCA, Title: Two Sides of the
Moon; MERCURY CO., Group:
Ohio Players, Title: Con
tradiction.

the Girls in the World Beware;

CAPITOL RECORDS (by
Sovereign), Group; Flash, Title:
In the
Can: CAPRICORN
RECORDS, Group: Hydra, Title:
Hydra; CHEI^EA RECORDS,
Title: The Best of New York;

COLUMBIA RECORDS. Group:
Miles Davis, Title: Big;
CHRYSALIS, Group: U.F.O.,
Title: Force It; ELECTRA,
Group: DavidBlue, Title: Comin'
Back For More; EPIC (CBS),

The above is approximately
(ine-iialf of the record companies
being boycotted by the WAV AW.
Space limitations
prevent
publishing of the complete list
this week. Check next week's
column for the rest. Readers are
urged to support the WAVAW
boycott and to contact local
record distributors and voice
objections to those albums.

\bu shouldn't have to ^
change banks every time
you change lifestyles.
Graduation is one time you change lifestyles. But its certainly not the
only fime.
It happens when you move. It happens when you get married.
It happens when you have children, take a new job. and so on.
The point is, you shouldn't have to wony about changing banks
every time it happens.
,
And if your bank is Bank of America, you don't have to worry at all.
For starters, with over twice as many locations as any other California
bank, we're usually close by. if you're moving, it's easy to transfer your
account to whichever branch is most convenient for you.
We also oHer a wide range of checking and savings plans to fit your
changing needs. Like our All-in-One* Checking Plan which gives you a
variety of services in one simple package. When your application for
BankAmericard® and Instant Cash is approved, you get unlimited check-

writing with no minimum balance, personalized checks.^our handy Check
Guarantec*Card, BankAmericard' overdraft protection^ and commissionfree BankAmerica Travelers Cheques from our California branches —
all for just $2 a month.
Chances are whatever changes you make, we're one bank that can
keep up. We have Consumer Information Reports to help you keep up,
too. Including "How To Establish Credit!'"How To Prepare A Personal
Financial Statement!' "Money Management For The Two-Income Family"
"Income Tax Organizer," and more.
Why not stop by and talk things over. We serve more Californians
' than any other bank — in school, and after. And we'd like to serve you.
"If you qualify

Depend on us. More Califomians do.

BANK
OF AMERICA
Bank of America NT&SA • Member FDIC
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Science & Health
Preventive measures for venereal disease
Dy David K. Hendricksen

Part six of a six part series. We
have now discussed the fact that
some venereal diseases are very
prevalent in our society,
especially among people 15 to 24,
and we've described the
deleterious manifestations of
them. In light of these serious
problems, what can you do to
protect yourself from conU'acting
a veneral disease?
Of course it takes three people
to catch a venereal disease. If
you and you lover maintain an
exclusive sexual relationship,
traditional venereal disease is
not a problem other than the rare
non-sexually contracted case.
Since for a great many people,
this kind of relationship is the
excepiion and not the rule, we
need to be aware of other
protective measures.
Commonly cited examples'
include washing the genitals and
urinating after intercourse.
Another example, and perhaps
the most useful, is the use of a
condom, known commonly as a
"rubber." These minimize direct

contact
between
mucous
membranes and body secretions,
and thus reduce chances for
transmission
of
venereal
diseases by about 80 per cent.
I personally believe that a
truely wise woman, if her sexual
relationships directly or in
directly (through her lover)
involve more than one person,
should insist on his us of a con
dom. This provides her with a
measure of protection from
disease and, coupled with her
birth control measures, provides
almost certain protection from
conception. Remember, women
lay a great deal more on the line
when they lay than do men. The
manifestations of these diseases
are generally more serious and
often less recognizable for them.
Well, I realize that this idea is
not likely to spread because
women feel that keeping con
doms in the nightstand cause
them to appear calculating and
promiscuous, and guys think
(mistakenly I believe) that
condoms detract from the
pleasure of intercourse.

So now, what are you to do if
you believe that you might have a
venereal disease? Your private
physician is one place to turn and
the College Health Center is
certainly another. If both of these
seem too close to home, you can
go to the San Bernardino County
Health Department'sVenereal
Disease Clinic. This is located in
the Health Department building
at 351 North Mountain View, and
the hours are 1 to 4, Monday
through Friday. The clinic is run
with your anonymity and
protection in mind. They don't
ask for identification so you can
give any name, address, and
phone number. The number of a
friend is often used. There is no
reason not to use your own,
however, as all records are
confidential, and in fact, cannot
be subpoenaed by a court of law.
Clients are called by number, not
by name, from the waiting room,
and the total time is usually 45 to
60 minutes. Individuals from the
age of twelve and over are
treated
without
parental
notification.

The procedure involves first
seeing a nurse who collects a
specimen for bacterial culture
from the cervix or urethra, and
who then draws blood for
examination. If the nurse sees
any lesions or the patient is ex
periencing pain, an examination
by a physician follows. The
patient then sees a doctor who
takes a medical and sexual
history in order to make a
presumptive diagnosis. Treat
ment is instituted on the basis of
this diagnosis, not on the culture
or blood test results as these take
appreciable time. There is
always concern in such a setting
that patients will not return for
treatment. Clients are asked to
return in one week for followup
examination. They are also asked
to refrain from sexual contact for
that first week and to abstain
from alcohol for two weeks.
When a person needs treat
ment, the prior sexual contacts
must be informed and treated
prophylactically. This is vital to
the reduction of the reservoirs of
venereal disease. Clients are
asked if they want the Health
Department to do this or if they
will do it on their own. If the
client wants the Health Depart
ment to do this, the names and
addresses of potentially infected
contacts are given to the Veneral

Disease Investigators. If the
names
are
unknown,
a
description and possible location
are given. The persons visited by
the Investigators are not in
formed of the original client's
name. If a client chooses to in
form prior contacts, the Health
Department docs not check to see
if this has been done. It should be
emphasized, however, that ac
complishment of this task is
extremely
important
to
everyone.
In closing,I want to emphasize
that these diseases are real and
many are rampant. In San
Bernardino, gonorrhea is the
most commonly seen. To date,
eleven cases of the penicillin
resistant strain have been seen
and treated with other an
tibiotics. In decreasing order of
incidence, the other diseases seen
at the clinic are non-specific
urethritis, fungal infections.
Herpes Type II, scabies, and
crabs (pubic lice).
The diseases on this list which
we have not discussed are
generally characterized by"
redness or itching in the genital
area, or burning on urination.
The individuals at the venereal
disease clinic are very friendly,
very competent,and you are very'
foolish not to seek treatment
you suspect that you have a
venereal disease.
By S.C. Mead

I'll Meet You on the Hill
You dip your fingers into the glass
Click the icecubes like castainets
And finally slurp one or two into your mouth
Quickly before they melt.
We stare at each other and laugh.
The three musketeers, two of us junior officers
Toasting your general's stars of authority
Quickly before they melt.
You tell academic war stories, one-upmanship.
We listen attentively and grin in appropriate places
Grabbing your words and committing them to memory
Quickly before they melt.
We're more human, more equal
When we drink. Sharing the cup brings us closer,
We weigh and measure our status levels
Quickly before they melt.
I will always consider you better than I,
Pay homage to the Ph.D. But
I'd like to find the person hidden underneath
Quickly before he melts.

LAW
SCHOOL
BOUND?

PUT
YOUR FEET
ON THE STREET
IN SOME NEW
TREADS FROM

LET US
HELP YOU
TO PREPARE

This stYle-setiir>g line^jp of new treads from
PRO-Keds® is sure to put you in the winning tra
dition for 1977. PRO-Keds® quality and durability
features irtclude padded collar, foam cushioned lining
and arch support, terry cloth covered insole, padded
tongue, heavy duty eyestay, and a variety of specially de
signed skid-proof molded outsoles. Even if you don't win the
PRO-Keds® Machine, you'll always be a winner when you're
wearing PRO-Keds®

TROPHY DELUXE

REGISTER NOW AT ONE OF THESE PARTICIPATING PRO-KEDS®DEALERS
Apple Valley:

R and I Footwear

Palm Desert:

The instep

Cathedral City:

John's Bootery

Palm Springs:

Palm Springs Dept. Store
Freeman's Shoes

Chino:

Silva's Buster Brown

Pomona:

Corona:

Henson's Shoes

San Jacinto:

Beauty Racquet

Crestline:

Mountaineer Sporttwear

Riverside:

Jr. Shoetown - 2 Locations

Hemet:

Stirdivant Shoes

FOR SUCCESS
UNDER THE UNIQUE
CASEBOOK METHOD
OF INSTRUCTION

PHONE 213 872-0345
CLASSES BEGIN JULY 11

Stiint assistuts laidii
The California Department
of Transportation currently has
a limited number of temporary
positions available for student
assistants. Students hired will be
paid, and this program will
provide students the opportunity
to receive practical work ex
perience in various career fields.
The Department is interested
in interviewing students taking
courses that may apply towards
careers in planning, engineering,
business administration, or
related fields.- Qualified ap
plicants will be interviewed prior
to the start of summer vacation.
Application forms and copies of
job specifications are available in
the Career Planning and
Placement Center. The deadline
for receiving applications is
Friday, May 20, 1977.
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A night in the dorm—a new experience
By Clover C. Sheepcorn III
Hi Bubba.
Don the Donnie invited me to
spend the weekend with him at
t^e dorms. I told himI wishedI
could but that I started a new
part-time job Saturday as a truck
driver and couldn't. Somehow I
let myself be talked into a
spending a thrilling Friday nite
with him though.
Friday came and Don was like
a new torn calf showing mama
that it can walk. He took me over
to the Village and escourted me
into a room that I originally
thought was a closet but it turned
out to be hisroom. Yes Sir, it was
decorated nicely in Early
American Cheap. There were two
beds, two desks, and two
chesterdrawers made of what

appeared to be just plain var
nished plywood. Don explained
that the reason why there was
two of everything was because he
shared th room with someone
named Ivan Trovickiexieski.
Trovickiexieski wasn't there this
weekend because he went to visit
his parents because he was
running low on money.
Don told me i couia sieep m me
bed to the left, Ivan's bed. That's
when we got into a little
argument you see I just couldn't
sleep in old Ivan's bed with his
posters of Mao and Lenin staring
down at me. After Ithrew one of
those Russian History books at
Don he finally agreed to let me
sleep in his bed.
After putting up my stuff we
went to the Commons to eat

despite my pleas not to do so, I'm •
too young to die of heartburn.
Anyway, I had toney non-tone
fish and Don had something
called Shepard Pie. We finished
just in time to make it to the
John. Afterwards we went to
watch the Friday Nite flick. The
movie was only about ten years
old and not to good but the wine
that was being passed around in a
coke can was great.
After the film we went back to
the dorms and started shooting
pool. That's when things started
getting strange. First this guy
came in and started playing a
electric saw while chewing on the
carpet. Then a gal walked in and
a fight broke out between her and
the guy playing the saw. She
seemed to be upset about the

The energy shortage and CSCSB
By Tim Hamre
An energy shortage has
overtaken the nation. People
everywhere are having to cut
back on their use of energy while
paying higher prices for the
'energy they do use. In California,
there is also a water shortage.
Several communities have had to
adopt mandatory rationing plans.
Both of these shortages have had
their effect on the campus of Cal
State, San Bernardino.
While we have generally been
using less resources here, our
utilities expenditures have been
rising. For instance, CSCSB's
estimated expenditures for fiscal
year '76-'77 will be 31 percent
higher than last year's actual
expenditures. ($382,797 for FY
'76-77 as opposed to $290,519 for
fiscal year 75-'76). A 17 percent
rise is anticipated for next year to
bring our utilities cost to $448,022.
This will be more than double
what we paid a few years ago in
fiscal year '73-'74 ($202,336).
In the area of electricity we
haven't done too much cutting
back yet. In fact, our average
monthly use of electricity
through March of fiscal year *7^

'77 is^ slightly higher than the
average for fiscal year '73-'74, the
era of the Great Arab Oil Boycott.
We have, however, cut down
slightly from fiscal year '75-'76.
Several steps have just
recently been undertaken to
reduce our use of electricity.
Unnecessary lighting has been
eliminated; such as lighting in
hallways and bathrooms, and
outside decorative lighting. The
only li^ts that are now left on
after the janitors leave is solely
for security purposes. Many
lights have had reduced wattage
bulbs installed. We are benefiting
from
a
recent
CalTech
development of the photon tube,
which reduces power con
sumption in lighting. (S(2SB has
received 2000 of these for use in
our lights. If you've been on the
tennis courts recently, you might
have noticed the yellow lights.
These are high pressure sodium
lights, which use 50 percent less
electricity and last three times
longer than normal lighting.
Looking to the future, i^oposed
new buildings are being re
designed for reduced lighting.
In the area of natural gas.

Vet office to assist
in financial bind
By T. B. Tucker

While in pursuit of an
education, most veterans find
themselves caught in a financial
bind at least once and probably
several times. There are many
ways this can happen and few
rsolutions available. If you
haven't already done it to
yourself through poor budgeting,
over-extending, or what-haveyou, chances are the Veterans
Administration will.
By now I'm sure you are aware
of the impending change in GI
Bill payment
procedures.
Beginning with June, all checks
will be issued after completion of
the month for which they apply.
Approximately two months will
elapse between May and June
checks. This delay will repeat
Itself Fall Quarter.

The question may come to
mind: Will the landlortL the
telephone company, and the
liquor store, or any other
typically impersonal creditor
accept your explanation instead
of a check? Maybe and maybe
not.
In its own feeble way, the
Veterans Affairs Office can help
you survive these difficult times.
We can supply you with a letter to
document your status as a
veteran-student expecting to
receive a benefit check by a
specified date. This letter can be
used to lend credence to your
story when you are confronted by
your creditors.
Please feel free to take ad
vantage of this offer by calling or
visiting the Veterans Affairs
Office.

we've already been able to
reduce quite a bit. Our average
consumption this year is only 91
percent of last year's. We are
using only 85 percent of what we
used in fiscal year '73-'74.
However, our bills for natural gas
this year will be 38 percent more
than last year's.
if the
colder to you this winter, it
wasn't your imagination. The
heating was reduced slightly to
save energy. This reduction was
especially noticeable on the
windward sides of the building;
where the heat was left a little
higher to compensate for the cold
mountain winds. Come summer,
the air conditioning will also be
turned down, and will only cool
the rooms to 78 degrees.
The water shortage is a recent
develofMnent that has just hit us
in California. We've already
taken steps to reduce our water
consumption by about 20 percent.
The plants and grass are being
watered less. However, gar
deners are keeping watch to
make sure they receive enough
water. Future plans include the
installation of faucets which will
automatically turn off, thereby
avoiding waste.
Our whole society is entering
into a period where we must
conserve our resources. Our
administrators are aware of this
and are trying to reduce our
consumption. Of course, there
are still many minor problems to
be worked out, and there is still
room for improvement. The first
steps, however, have been taken.
This campus is not a retreat from
the world, and its problems affect
us here too.

STUDENTS
GOOD FOOD & BEER
BURGERS^ CHILI
HOT DOGS —SOUPS
POOL TABLES - GAMES
CHILDREN WELCOME

THE WOODEN NICKEL
642 KENDALL DR.
883-4317

other guy getting the choice
pieces of the carpet and only
leaving her the edges.
Vince the Vet came in and
started telling war stories about
when he was in the Australian
National Guard and how he kept
on getting bof^ed on the ear by
his top sergeant, who sported a
heavy tail and had a large pocket
over his navel. Captain Korn
came in next and kept pumping
Vince for information regarding
the location of Captain Jet's
forces. Vince would only give his
name, rank, and favorite break
fast food. To keep Korn quite I
finally told him Jet's forces were
somewhere in the vicinity of
Neptune. The last I saw of Korn
he was making an orbit around a
cocktail glass.
I was shocked at what hap
pened next. In walked another
guy riding a water buffalo. When
I told him to take that stupid
animal out of here, he told me to
shut up becauseImight hurt the
animal's feelings. Apparently
according to the owner, that
buffalo was a direct descendent
of the buffalo that carried I^ao
Tze down from Mount Sinai with
a copy of the New Republic. I
finally decide that the buffalo
was an omen telling me to go to
bed. Which Don andI did but we
got kicked off the pool table a
a coiqile of gals who
wanted to play marbles on it.
Somehow we made it to Don's
room and finally bedded down
only to be awaken by knoch..'on
the door .10 minutes later. A
female voice said "Frank are you
in there?" Don said "No go two
doors down." Twenty minutes
later another female asked, "Bill
are you in there?" Don said,
"Wrong dorm house. Go to the
second one on the left "f this one."
Thirty minutes later a male voice
called out, "Say Ronnie are you
in there?" Don said, "Sorry
honey, Ronnie got kicked out of
the dorms last week, try calling
the campus cops for his new
address, sweetie."
I don't know what Don meant

by that, do you? Someone turned
on their stero about that time and
the vibrations from it rocked the
bed so nicely that I fell asleep
immediately.
My alarm went off around six
but Don
slept
thru it,
thankgoodness, because I didn't
want to disturb him.Igot up, got
dress, went over to where Don
was sleepily, reached over him
and ripped down those two
commie posters and took them
outside and burned them. Then I
found Vince's room and sneaked
in and took his posters which said
"America — Love It or Leave It
and the Army Wants You" and
put them where the other posters
use 10 be, and left for my new job.
WhenIreported to work I was
introduced to my new foreman,
Tuck the Trucker, an old gaffer of
a man. He looked at me and
asked me if I knew anything
about hogs, I said, "Yep." Two
hours laterIwas out of a job. You
see it's this way:Iapplied for this
truck driver position which
hauled hogs. During my in
terview the interviewers kept
asking me about hogs, they never
asked me if I knew much about
trucking and trucks.Iwould have
had to admit that I had only
driven a '52 pickup.
Anyway, I getting sidetracted,
the events that lead up to me
gettingcanned Were: 1. i'uck told ,
me to gas up tractor 15 E. WhenI
jumped into the cab to my
amazement Idiscovered the shift
had 17 different positions, I of
course have never driven
anything which had over three. I
burned out at least that many
driving to the pumps. 2. Tuck
said "gas 15E" he didn't say
"diesel it."Iput gas in the diesel
tank. 3. Tuck told me to grease
the fifth wheel. I greased the
spare tire. Hell, I didn't know
what a fifth wheel was, do you?
Because of 1,2, and 31 was fired.
Idon't care becauseI got me a
new job now that 1 really enjoy.
I'm a surrogate.
Mercy.

DANCl
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Thursday, May 20
9 p.m. to 1 o.m •
in small gym

rock 'n roll with the
"Alley Kotz"
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Cal State Jazz Ensemble
to give concert May 22
Blues
and
an
add-aninstrument idea characterize the
Cal State, San Bernardino Jazz
Ensemble concert
Sunday
evening, May 22.
The band grows from three to
18 instruments in the free
program, which begins at 7:30
p.m. in the Lecture Hall of the
Physical Sciences Building. The
public is invited.
The concert is geared to show
how each solo instrument con
tributes to the whole band.
"It's different from any we've
done previously," says director
Louis Ruff, a member of the Cal
State studio music faculty.
"It's nice to hear the small
ensemble sound out of which the.
big band grew," he says.
Starting with a trio of piano,
bass and drum, the program
builds by improvisation to 11
instruments in the first half.
Several written works follow:
"Somnimbulorfus"
and
"CaUipygous" by Biff Smith,

"Assessment" by Bob Meyer and
"Martina," a Latin piece by
Frank Martin.
"The whole first half is kind of
free," says Ruff. "It can't be
programmed. It'll happen when
it happens."
Frank Fisher's "Blues for Miz
Charlie" in big band blues style,
opens4he second half, building to
17 musicians.
An 18th insturment joins. the
band for Charles Grey's "Three
on a Tree," and two non-blues
numbers by Thad Jones, a bossa
nova, "It Only Happens Every
Time," and "Consummation," a
slow pretty ballad featuring
trumpet solo.-

smm
mt iiv^oi

A
Maynard
Ferguson
arrangement of a driving blues
number, "Chameleon," written
by a Herbie Hancock Quartet,
closes the concert.

Senate confirms appointments
(Continued fromPag* 1)

When the election was over, the
committee found it would only
require an additional $100 to meet
all additional expenses.
In other action, the Senate
voted to allow the Furnishings
Committee $1,000, for the pur
chase of a typewriter and a sofa.
Tracy Figueroa, chairperson of
the Student Union Furnishings
Committee, informed the Senate
that her committee had met to
consider the various items of
furiTiture that will be required for
the building, when it opens. Two
items which are considered
necessary is the purchase of a
typewriter and a sofa for the
Student Union Reception Area.
Office Equipment suppliers
have already been requested to
submit bids on typewriters, so the
committee can determine where
the most favorable purchase can
be obtained, Figueroa said.

DeHaro iniormed the Senate
why he had considered Sheeran
for the appointment and con
firmation was voted with one
negative vote.
Kim Warner was being
relieved of her position with the
Rules Committee, DeHaro said,
at her own request, due to
conflicting duties she has en
countered. DeHaro requested
that the Senate members suggest
a replacement for the vacancy, to
be named at the next Senate
meeting.
After a report frtfm the Ap
propriations Committee was
given, the Senate approved an
allocation of $100 for the Elec
tions Committee.
At the Senate meeting, May 3,
the Elections Committee had
requested $250 infunds to conduct
the run-off election for ASB vice
president, which was held May 4.
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Student consultations important

Redwood forests in danger
By Linda Lakness

The giant picturesque Red
As a student, how many times have you found yourself saying to
woods are in danger at this very
another student, "Hey, DK So-and-so is really great; you should take hism(»nent. Although a bill has been
her class." Perhaps you would like to go up to that prof, and say, "I think
introduced in Congress by
you are doing a terrtfic job andIappreciate the time and effort you have
Representative PhiUip Burton,
expended preparing your lectures and the help you have given me whenI
D-Ca., to add 74,000 acres of
come to your office."
forest to the 58,000 acre now
But you never did it.
existing park, log cutters con
You would have been embarrassed or felt that theprof would have been
tinue to chop redwoods until a
embarrassed and you didn't want to be accused of brown-nosing. Maybe
decision is made on this bill. If
you have found yourself in the o^wsite position. You don't think that Dr.
present logging rates continue,
Thus-and-such can get his intent across, or you think his assignments are
the existing supply of old red
unreasonable or grading unfair.
wood trees would be exhausted in
Silent praise benefits no one and random bitctting and moaning stiared
10-12 years.
with your classmates may have tremendous cathartic value but'does
Ecology minded persons are
little to correct actual inequities. Students again have the opportunity to
very concerned about the
do something about these situations.
preservation of the redwoods.
The Boardof Trusteesin response to pressure from the California State
The Carter Administration urged
University and Colleges Student President's Association, (CSUCSPA),
Congress to add 48,000 acres to
has established a policy requiring schools to provide time for student
Redwood National Park in
consultation on faculty effectiveness. The ty^ of consultation varies
Northern California toprotect the
from campus to campus.
giant redwoods from the wood
On this campus, the sdiool deans and members from the School
cutters. However, one shocked
Retention, Promotion, and Tenure Committee have set aside a minimum
lumber
union
executive's
of twelve hours over a two week period each quarter (usually during the
reaction
to
President
Carter's
ei^t and and ninth weeks) to talk with students. These conferences can
be used for praise, complaints, or general discussion about an^ relevent proposal was to call the President
issue pertaining to faculty, librarian, or student affairs officers ef- "nuts." The main concern, ac
cording to the loggers, is over
fictiveness.
1600
jobs.
Robert Lee, Assoc. Dean of Academic affairs, interviewed by the approximately
Ecologists would argue that if the
PawPrInt was asked if these consultations would have any significant
effect on the actual retention, iwomotion and tenure of faculty, or if these redwoods are going to be
meetings were set up to placate the students and fulfill the Trustee's destroyed in approximately 12
requirement. Lee indicated that the committees have in the past and will
continue to give difinite consideration to student comments. Particularly
effective may be similar comments coming from large numbers of
students froma particular class having the sameprofessor.
When asked if negative comments would "get the professor in trouble,"
Lee indicated that, "The intent of the policy is not negative," but that the
policy was instituted to provide a means by which students, the people
most conkstently close to th6 professors, can voice their honest feelings
of praise as well as criticism. He then pointed out that sometimes a
Certificates of merit were
fx*ofessor can learn of a preceived teaching or communication problem awarded by Cal State, San
that canbe easily resolved following discussions withcolleges.
Bernardino at a Foreign
Generally, the students' input will be considered confidential until after Languages Field Day attended
the grades have been posted, unless a particularly serious charge has by 400 junior and senior high
been made against a professor. In such cases, the student may be school students Tuesday, May 10.
requested to put his complaint in writing and the professor would be given
Performing in Spanish and
the opportunity to respond. The student would be made aware of the French, the visitors presented
disposition in his written statement. In other situations, the student may skits and puppet shows, exhibits,
be advised of procedures necessary to file a grade grievance petition.
dances, songs and food tasting.
The PawPrint encourages students to take advantage of this op
Arthur Moorefield, chairman
portunity to make their feelings known. The examination and resolution of the Music Department, con
of complaints through the School Dean and the representatives of the ducted an international singRPT committee, is one of the most effective tools- that student has to along.
participate in the continual upgrading of academic quality.
Certificates of merit were
But in our zeal to air oroblems, let us not forget the many, many presented to 82 students by Dr.
irofessors as on this campus who are doing an excellent job and whose Richard Switzer, dean of the
work is more deserving of our praise.
School of Humanities.

years if the present rate ot
destruction continues then those
1600 jobs the loggers are con
cerned abojit will be vacant soon
anyway.
The loggers feel that Carter is
not understanding the situation.
They feel that he is giving more
consideration to trees than to
humans. They consider the
redwoods a "resource, that is
renewable" which "can be
harvested again and again."
• The redwoods evolved in the
age of the dinosaurs and are
among the world's most ancient
forms of life. From this point of
view, ecologists would not say
that the redwood is a resource
that is renewable and certainly
not one to be harvested more than
once in several lifetimes.
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus asked the timber companies
to cease cutting redwoods for a
six-month period while Congress
and the administration work on a
new park plan. The firms flatly
reflused.
Persons interested in the
ecology of Northern California,
and in being able to continue to
visit these awe inspiring

Certificates

a>varded at
field day

Have you ever wondered how
the stock exchange works? Do
you know what role it plays in the
economy? Are you destined soon
to become a multi-millionaire
speculator? Come find out May 18
at 1 p.m. in LC-500.
The Econ Club and faculty
have arranged for a guest
speaker, Charles Carpenter, to
lecture on the "Economics of the
Stock Market." Carpenter is the
branch manager of Sutro, one of
the oldest firms on the New York

Stock Exchange.He will speak on
the stock market's effect and
relationship on the economy as a
whole, and also to individuals.
His lecture should be helpful to
micro and macro students or

Letters
Dearest Cornel,
7-6, BIG DEAL!
So what — my first error of the
year! (The first? — Editor.)
What's with the names? Icall
them as I see them. But then

anyone interested in economics,
business or just money.
Other events planned by the
Econ Club include a jojnt effort
picnic held with the Asian
American Student's Club, a
debate between capitalism and
socialism (Don't miss this
one!!), a 'oooth at Cal State's
annual Spring Fling (as long as

Senator Alan Cranston
Senate Office Bldg.
Wash D.C. 20510
Senator S. I. Hayakawa
Senatorial Office Bldg.
Wash. D.C. 20510
Congressman Brown
552 N. La Cadena
Colton, Ca. 92324
Congresswoman Shirley Pettis
1421 Longworth
House (Jffice Bldg.
Washington D.C. 20515
Assemblyman Terry Goggins
515 N. Arrowhead Ave.
' S.B. Ca. 92404

Found: Three ladies' silver and tur
quoise rings. Identify and claim. Con'^SSn^fneye at the PawPrtnt office.
PS-22.

The following positions are
offered by the campus personnel
office located in 8^151:

Found: a beret, olive drab colored,
approximate size 7% • TV*. Found
near PS building. Identify svid claim
at PawPrint office, PS-22.

Clerical Assistant MA: with
Teacher Corps Grant. Duties
include typing and processing of
materials. Qualifications: type 50
wpm; equiv. to one year paid fulltime clerical exp.; prefer library
exp.; ability to get along with
diverse group of people. Salary:
$673-mo. Duration: June 30, 1977.
Application Deadline: 2:00 p.m..
May 19, 1977. Apply between 10
a.m. - 2 p.m. Typing test required
before app. deadline.

MUST SELL: Used 10-speed, Schwirm
Varsity, large frame, excellent condi
tion. $75.00/best offer. Call after
4 p.m., 245-2043, Victorville.

MUST SELL: 1976 Vega GT Kamback.
10,000mi., $3500. Exc. Cond. 0834806 or 886-1034.

there is a demand), and even a
tennis tournament.
The club is always looking for
new members, and you'll be
amazed to see how active one can
get. It's all a matter of op
portunity cost, supply and
demand. Meetings are Thursdays
at 1:30 p.m., LC-214.
See you there!

Summer Biology course in
British Columbia offered
A way of combining vacation
and learning is offered in British
Columbia this summer by Cal
State, San Bernardino. An
orientation meeting for the ex
tension course is scheduled at the
college. May 21.
The biology field study course,
set for August 10 through 21
around Babine Lake, will include
water and soil analysis, quadrat
study, stream volume and
velocity, and profiles of lakes.
Lake inhabitants as well as the
animals, plants, birds and insects
of the area will be studied.
Cost of the course, which gives

Governor Edmund G. Brown
Jr.
State Capitol
Sacramento
65814

Classified ads and jobs

Speaker to explain stock market
By Charlie McKee

creatures of nature, can au uieu
part
by
writing
their
Congressman and Senator and
Governor to voice their opinion.
Addresses are provided below:

five units of extension credit in
biology, is $142.50. Participants
are responsible for their own
transportation, food and lodging.
The May 21 meeting will be
from 9 a.m. to noon in Room 212
of the Cal State Library building.
Instructors are Joe Burkhardt
and Ronald Eckton, classroom
teachers with the Redlands
Unified School District.
Enrollment is limited. In
formation (m the course and on
pre-registration may be obtained
pfrom the Cal State Office of
Continuing Education.

Clerical Assistant IIA (parttime); with Outreach Counselor's
Office, EOF. Duties include:
typing, filing, general office
tasks. Qualifications: type 50
wpm; equiv. to one year full-time
paid clerical exp.; ability to get
along with diverse group of
people. Salary; $336.50-mo.
Duration: May 23,1977 to August
30, 1977, may require one or two
weeks of full-time work during
the
summer.
Application
Deadline: 2 p.m. June 20, 1977.
Apply between the hours of 10
p.m. and 2 p.m. Typing test
required before app. deadline.
The following part-time positions are
currentiy listed with the CSCSB Place
ment Office {SS-122). All Jobs are
off-campus & available immediately
unless otherwise noted.
Telephone collections, San Ber
nardino, Tues. • Fri., 5:30 • 9 PM,
Sat9AM-5P.M.,$2.50/hr.
Commercial Art, local, hours &
salary open.
Retail Merchandiser. San Bemarjino-Riverside-West Covlna, 30 hrs.
wk., $3.50/hrplus mileage.
Kitchen helper, San Bernardino,.
18-20 hrs./wk, $2.50/hr.
Liquor Store Clerk, Redlands,
evenings & weekends, must be 21,
$2.50/hr.
Clerk Messenger, San Bernardino,
8 AM - Noon Mon • Fri, must have
CA driver's license, $2.59/hr.
Several Tutor positions, $5/hr.
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Tntramurals

Softball championship all tied up
ftw Parlos
Calcium
By
Carlos Calcium
Peanut League

All Monday softball games
were cancelled due to the rain.
The loss of this playing day
adds more pressures for the
championship race, as all teams
are tied with identical 1 win, 1
loss records. Only 2 games
remain before the playoffs;

in this thriller, the game being
decided by a 13^un rally in the
last inning by Wrroong.
Ron Miller, Mary Verner and
Dr. Person supplied most of the
power and punch for N.E., while
those unsung heroes of Wrroong
kept a balanced attack to defeat
N.E.

.
sawing slug fest Id-U. Clutch
hitting by Greg Baker and
Yvonne Dix helped bring the
Bailers to victory.
Joe Baldino extended his hit
ting streak to 2 games. (Doesn't
sound like much, but to him .. .)
Robert "Stick" Blackey exploded
for 5 hits keeping the Sons of
Pitches in the game all the way.
(Rumor has it that the Yankees
are scouting this native New
Yorker.)
John Herrick turned into
Brooks Robinson for S.O.P.,

cleaning up everything hit in his
direction, but alas, to no avail.
The 80 Percent All Meat
Wieners won their second game
by forfeit. Seems like no one
wants to play this mean bunch of
dormies from Mojave. Anyone
who has to eat Commons food has
to be mean.
All other teams forfeited.
Cool-Aide League
W L
Bionic Bailers
2 1
80 Percait All
Meat Wieners
2 1

CSCSB participates
in CollegePlayday
By Wuthnot P. Woodhaven III

aK'Peanut League

W L

1 1
Dianne's Demons
1 1
Waterman's Drips
1 1
Supply and Demand
1 1
BadNews Pears
1 1
Homers
1 1
Tokay-Arrowhead
Defending Cinco de Mayo
diampions Supply and Demand
have a good shot at taking the
championship, but will have to
quiet the big arsenal of the Bad
News Pears (those big, bad
thespians from Drama). Tennis
Mondonca's Homers are another
mean team (They're ready for
Wheaties.) and the Demons,
Drips and Tokers all have equal
chances.
Late-Late League

Betty's Boys, Cal State's
defending softball champions
from last year, proved that they
still have what it takes to take it
all once again this year,
destroying the Newts 25-0.
Betty's Boys combined for 34
hits, led by J. Placencia and R.
Bejarno. Their defense once
again flawless as they shut out
the poor Newts.
"Slick" Newman was the lone
shining star for the Newts in their
losing effort.
In another one-sided event.
Faculty No. 1 turned the Swift
Sox back into yarn 21-5. Mayo,
Oliver and Esposito combined for
15 hits leading the educators to
their first victory.
Late-Late League
W L
Betty's Boys
3 0
Wrroong
2 1
Swift Sox
1 2
Faculty No.1
12
Newts
1 2
Nosr^ Elpoep
0 3
This week's game of the week
was between Wrroong and those
monsttfs (rf Nosr^ Elpoep. A
total of 53 runs crossed
(date

Gayle "Snail" Hendrickson
paced Wrroong's attack followed
by Ben McAllister and good ol'
Kommander Korn. Asked about
the high score, they all admitted
that balls were dropped oc
casionally as those golden gloves
got a bit heavy.
Final score — Wrroong 29,
Nosrep Elpoep 24.
Cool-Aide League

The Bionic Bailers, led by the
giant power hitter Ivan Glasco,
defeated Son of a Pitch in a see

At certain points in this year's
Schlitz Co.-sponsored College
Playday at Cal-Pomona on May
7, people had to be reminded they
weren't Woody Hays or Rick
Barry and the place was not the
Rose Bowl or HBA play-offs. But
for the most part it was fun and
games.
Val Tanguay, Kay Williams
and the rest of the Cal State
volleyballers put on an awesome
display of "having fun." Because
of other schools being "no shows"
Cal State Wftllld
prmthpr
orphaned school and find an
CTnpty court, then enjoy them
selves.
Our bat and bailers also were
successful at having fun. The
patented Cal State "R" for
mation was again in fine fettle.
Schools like USC and UCLA
came up to bat against this
defense and folded up in fear.
Sheila Rutherford, Yvonne Dix
and the star of the team Mary
Venner led the team to
outrageous, if not outstanding,
performance.
The water polo team led by
Sharon Reynoldsand Don Varney
didn't win but did score (in the
pool, even).

They came up against Cal State
Fullerton in their first game and
it looked like the two teams were
playing different games.
Fullerton played hard-core,
animal, killer water polo while
our cohorts played a sometimes
thoi^t to be extinct form of
water polo called low-key, fun,
waterpolo.
Participants were provided
with noon sustenance at 1 p.m.
When asked about the dubious
meal, Debbie Goerner, water
polo standout, said, "I was kicked
around in line so much I never
made it to the food."
She should be thankful.
Rumor has it that a medical
facility specializing in footballtype injuries and food poisoning
was opened next door to the
cafeteria midway through lunch.
T-shirts were also provided to
all who went.
It must be remembered by all
who participate in these play
days that they are meant for the
pure enioyment of the social
interaction as well as the activity
itself. This is why records and
scores are not kept.
Most of those who participated
were successful at that objective.

n of a Pitch
.
Son
1 2
Softballs
1 2
Undecideds
I 2
0 3
Los Cagapalos
Only two more games remain
inregular season play and thai to
an elimination tournament whidi
pits the champions of the earlybird league against the victors of
the late-late league.

Teams race
to hoop title
By Wuthnot P. Woodhaven III
3-Women Basketball

So far in this quarter's play it
looks like a two team race.
Debbie Wade's Soulettes, led
by Ellen Brewster, Dawn
Peacock and Tammy Russ, look
to battle Diane Bloecker's Who
Knows, led by C^istie Beaudin
and Kathy Jackson for the hoc^
title.
So come out on Tuesday af
ternoon at 3 p.m. and watch "all
the action."
Volleyball

On Thursdays at 3 p.m. and 4
p.m. the high-powered play
continues.
"Tell Ya Later" is pulling up
the hind end while the Free
Radicals have the inside track to
the championship.
On Thursdays, after you have
worked and-or studied all day,
come out and watch these
spectacular feets of athletic
prowess.
Tennis Bounces Back and Forth

This quarter's Wimbleton play
continues at Cal State's temiis
courts.
Paula Rainsberger and Gene
Idiart aren't winning (but having
fun), while Charlie Machain and
Cindy Fors are. Alice Bailey and
Rod Mann, where are you?

WIN TWO TICKETS!!!

Be tlie first to identify one of tliese persons and win 2 tickets ($3 value) to the A;$.B.
Sports Committee Bor-B-Que, May 21. Previous winners net eBgMe.
Please pkone in your answer to 887-7561 between 8:30 and 12:00 noon on
W^nesday, May 18.
These people are often seen at Cal-Stote Intramuroi activities.

